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Agency Theory is an important branch of modern property theories. The theory 
based on agency relationship and agency cost stands a significant position in 
contemporary economic researches. 1990’s flourish corporate governance researches 
absorbed agency theory and then believed that decreasing agency cost and 
increasing corporate value is the core of corporate governance.  
The practices of corporate governance showed not only effective function of 
corporate governance but also its intrinsic defects caused by some governance 
mechanisms that can’t function well in some occasions. So it is emergent to 
introduce new governance mechanisms into corporate governance. This paper 
summaries research of debt financing in capital structure theories and think debt 
financing is a corporate governance mechanism which can get corporate governance 
effect and help to improve corporate value. Meanwhile the paper will illustrate the 
actual governing effect of debt financing with Nongle Co. case. 
The paper includes five chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1  Agency and corporate governance. This chapter introduces briefly 
some opinions of agency theory. The corporate governance research based on this 
theory think that the direct reason of corporate governance is agency. 
Chapter 2  Corporate governance mechanisms. This chapter firstly describes 
the framework and components of modern corporate governance. Subsequently to 
analyze some governance mechanisms and point out that existing corporate 
governance bears some defects that affect its efficacy disadvantageously.  
Chapter 3  Theoretical analysis for debt financing governance mechanism. 
This chapter reviews capital structure theory concerning governance property of 
debt financing, then concludes that debt financing is an effective corporate 
governance mechanism. 
Chapter 4  Case of Nongle Co.. Due to some specific characters, under the 














advantages and some coordinate managerial measurements, employed debt 
financing mechanism to achieve objects including decreasing agency cost, 
improving operation efficiency and increasing corporate value. 
Chapter 5  Conclusion. On the basis of research, this paper puts forwards its 
opinion about debt financing, the advantage and two premises for developing debt 
financing.  
In a word, the paper concludes that debt financing should be regarded as a 
corporate governance mechanism and it can much improve corporate governance. 
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